MEASURE – All measurements made assuming no lane restriction

START/Finish – On the sidewalk in front of Memorial Hall. Exact line is “X” south of the fire hydrant and “X” North of line perpendicular to the front door.

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
- South on sidewalk from Memorial Hall.
- Bend right past Munson Hall.
- Take Left after Berkshire House to go under Massachusetts Avenue thru the Southwest tunnel
- Immediate sharp right upon exiting tunnel onto the bike path.
- Follow bike path down to University Drive.
- Follow bike path left along University Drive.
- Cross University Drive at first (north) crosswalk at Dallas Mall.
- Follow sidewalk straight towards Stadium Drive.
- Turn right onto Stadium Drive following in a counter-clockwise direction.
- Continue on Stadium Drive along the back of the stadium.
- Turn right onto sidewalk at first (south) side of Dallas Mall crossing back across University Drive.
- Turn left (North) onto bike path paralleling University Drive.
- Continue back to the start/finish line area along the same route.

MILE 1 – 145’ West (after) stone pillars marking the start of the gravel road.

MILE 2 – 49’ 5” north (after) the crosswalk at the southern end of the stadium.

MILE 3 – 55’ 10” south (before) pole #414/11/R on the southwest corner of Herter Hall.

ELEVATION – Start 239”, finish 239”, high 239”, low 145”.

Measured for Certification: September 9, 2012
By John Frey, Velocity Results.
Contact: JohnDFrey1@gmail.com 413-320-1268
VelocityResults.com
View detailed course map at:
http://www.mapmyrun.com/routes/view/136328593